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Abstract
Partition renement techniques are used in many algorithms. This
tool allows ecient computation of equivalence relations and is somehow
dual to union-nd algorithms. The goal of this paper is to propose a single
routine to quickly implement all these already known algorithms and to
solve a large class of potentially new problems. Our framework yields to
a unique scheme for correctness proofs and complexity analysis. Various
examples are presented to show the dierent ways of using this routine.
1 Introduction
A partition of a nite set E is a collection of disjoint subsets of E called classes
whose union is E. Rening a partition consists in splitting its classes into
smaller classes. Partition renement techniques have been studied in four main
papers [7, 15, 13, 6]. Hopcroft [7] may be the very rst designer of such a
technique. He used it in order to minimize the number of states of a deterministic
nite automaton. Spinrad [15] investigated the graph partitioning eld with
application in substitution decomposition and transitive orientation. Paige and
Tarjan [13] used partition renement techniques in three dierent applications:
strings lexicographic sort, doubly lexicographic ordering of a boolean matrix
and relational coarsest partition (the authors of [13] point out that this last
problem is very close to deterministic nite automaton minimization). Habib,
McConnell, Paul and Viennot [6] proposed new ecient algorithms based on
partition renement for the recognition of various classes of graphs and boolean
matrices that have the consecutive one's property.
It turns out that partition renement is used in many dierent area of com-
puter science dealing with graphs, strings, boolean matrices or automata. In-
deed, many articles rely on partition renement subroutines even if they do not
develop them. The goal of this paper is to propose a single routine to quickly
implement all these algorithms and to solve a large class of problems. A sample
of examples is presented to show dierent ways of using this routine: computing
twins of a graph, lexicographic string sorting, consecutive ones test of boolean
matrix and minimization of a deterministic automata. Just small basic proce-
dures have to be adapted for each applications. This compilation allows similar
correctness proofs and a general scheme for complexity issues.

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Section 2 presents the partition renement paradigm and the main routine
in details. A classication of the dierent applications is proposed in Section 3.
The last sections develop involved examples that make a powerful use of the
partition renement technique: automata minimization and consecutive ones
test. Detailed proofs are only given for Hopcroft's Algorithm for automaton
minimization. By the way, we show how this proof that has the reputation of
being dicult becomes quite simple. The reader interested in detail proofs of
the other algorithms is invited to consult the references given in this paper.
2 Partition Renement
All the algorithms we are going to propose are based on the following routine
that iteratively renes a partition of a set E according to a subset S of E
called pivot set : each class X is replaced by X \ S;X   S. Partitions will be
implemented by sorted lists. Therefore our partitions are implicitly ordered.
A partition Q is compatible with a partition P if every class of Q is included
in a class of P and if the ordering in P respects the ordering in Q (i.e. if in
P the class X is before the class Y then any class X
0
 X of Q is before any
class Y
0
 Y). Rening a partition produces a compatible partition. We say by
extension that an ordering x
1
; : : : ; x
n
of the elements of E is compatible with
a partition L if the partition (fx
1
g; : : : ; fx
n
g) is compatible with L. Given a
subset S  E, a partition L of E is said to be S-stable when no class properly
overlap S. After the renement step of L by S, L is S-stable: each class X 2 L
veries either X  S or X \ S = ;.
Algorithm 1: Procedure PartitionRenement(L)
Input: a partition L of a set E in classes; L is ordered from left to right
Output: a rened partition L = (X
1
; : : : ;X
h
) of E
begin
pivots = ; is an empty stack of pivots (each pivot is associated to a
subset of E via the procedure PivotSet)
while the LaunchPartition procedure does not break the loop do
LaunchPartition(L)
while pivots 6= ; do
pick a pivot p in pivots
S = PivotSet(P )
renement step by S
let M be the set of classes properly overlapping S (i.e. inter-
secting S and not included in S)
let N be the set of classes included in S
for each class X 2M do
let Y be the members of X that are in S
remove Y from X
if InsertRight(X ;Y ; p;M;N) then
insert Y immediately on the right of X
else insert Y immediately on the left of X
AddPivot(X ;Y)
end
Algorithm 1 shows an implementation of the partition renement routine
that allows to simulate many algorithms. Depending on the use of the routine,
four basic procedures, PivotSet, LaunchPartition, InsertRight and AddPivot
have to be implemented. PivotSet should compute a pivot set (i.e. a subset
of E) from some small information called pivot. In simple applications, the
pivot is a pointer on some subset of E given in the input data and PivotSet
returns this set. In others, the pivot set must be computed when needed. A
stack pivots stores the pivots that may be used to rene the partition. There are
two ways of adding pivots to the stack: with the procedure AddPivot, whenever
a class is splited, and with the procedure LaunchPartition, whenever the stack
is empty. The management of the pivots is critical for the complexity issues.
The last procedure concerns the order of the classes in the partition. Whenever
a class X is splited by a pivot set S, X is replaced either by X n S;X \ S or
X \ S;X n S in L according to the result of the procedure InsertRight.
Partition Renement Correctness Proof
All the algorithms of this paper can be proved with this invariant of the inner
while loop of Algorithm 1. Properties A and B are dened for each application:
- A: some property implying the existence of a solution compatible with the
partition
- B: some property obtained when the partition is enough rened
Invariant: The partition L always veries A and if L does not verify B then
some pivot in pivots will strictly rene L.
To prove the correctness of the algorithms, we just have to prove that any
renement step maintains Property A and that enough pivots are added so that
B is veried when there are no more pivots. After the inner while loop A and
B are veried. The correctness of LaunchPartition is a key point of the proofs.
Complexity Issues
The renement step can be performed in O(jSj) using the following data struc-
ture. All the elements in E are stored in a doubly linked list. Each class consists
in an interval of this list and is made of two pointers to its rst element and to
its last element. All the classes are stored in a doubly linked list L. The integers
bounds of the intervals can also be maintained to allow constant computation
of the cardinality of the classes and their relative positions in L. Each element
keeps a pointer to its class. This data structure is illustrated by the above gure.
E
L
X = [1; 4]
Y = [5; 5]
x
5
Z = [6; 7]
x
7
x
6
x
2
x
3
x
4
x
1
During the renement step, each element in the pivot set S is simply removed
from the list and inserted at the end of its new class. This allows to preserve
the initial ordering of the vertices inside the classes when S is sorted according
to this ordering. Notice that the classes are in fact totally ordered subsets of E.
The setM of classes intersecting S is computed while scanning S. AfterwardsM
is traversed and the empty classes are un-splited, removed from M , and added
to N (to unsplit a class, simply give it the bounds values of the associated new
class which is deleted from L).
A bound on the overall execution time of the PartitionRenement proce-
dure is thus easily obtained from a bound on the sum of the sizes of the pivot
sets and on the overall time spent in the procedures PivotSet, LaunchPartition,
InsertRight and AddPivot. InsertRight will always consist in a test computable
in constant time.
Bounding the complexity in time and space of the partition renement rou-
tine resides in bounding the number of pivots added in the stack. All the pivot
sets are either distinct parts of the input data or are computed from the ele-
ments of one of the two subclasses newly created by splitting a class. In the rst
case, pivots are known in advance and each one is used once yielding a linear
time and space algorithm. In the second case, the Hopcroft \process the smaller
half" strategy allows to get an O(m logn) time (where m is the size of the in-
put) algorithm. Breaking the pivot set computation in two steps with AddPivot
and PivotSet allows to bound the stack size to get a linear space algorithm.
This discussion inspires a classication of the partition renement applications
presented in the paragraph \Pivot Rule" of the next section.
3 Classications of Partition Renement Appli-
cations
There are mainly three criteria to classify the partition renement applications.
The rst one concerns the type of problem that the application solves and will
be used as a main classication along the paper. The second classication
concerns the way the pivots are chosen and the third one concerns the use of
the procedure LaunchPartition.
Ordered and Unordered Partition Renement
There are mainly two classes of problems that can be solved with partition
renement depending on the nature of the solution: an unordered partition
(the classes of some equivalence relation have to be computed) or an ordering of
the elements (sorting for example). In the rst case, the order of the partition
is not important with regard to the problem. In the second case the ordering is
obtained by computing an ordered partition where all classes are singletons.
Unordered Partition Renement: Unordered renement partition algo-
rithms allow to compute congruence relations when the information \x; y do
not belong to the same class" is easy to compute. In our framework, a pivot
separates x and y. Dually, when the information \x; y belong to the same class"
is easier to compute, a natural paradigm is to use union-nd techniques [16].
Unordered partition renement is used in twins computation, automaton
minimization [7, 2], modular decomposition [15, 11, 5] and coarsest partition
computation [13]. All these problems can be described as the computation of
congruence classes of some congruence (or equivalence relation). This relation
is the Nerode equivalence in automaton minimization; the coarsest partition
problem is very similar and a similar relation can be dened. Two vertices of
a graph are twins if they have same neighborhood, \being twins" is clearly an
equivalence relation and its computation is given as an example of unordered
partition renement in Algorithm 2.
Algorithm 2: Computing twins
Input: the adjacency lists of a graph with vertex set V
Output: a partition L = (X
1
; : : : ;X
h
) of the vertices in classes of twins
begin
let L be the one element list (V )
run PartitionRenement(L) with the following denitions (the pivots are
vertices)
end
Procedure PivotSet(p)
return the adjacency list of the vertex p
Procedure LaunchPartition(L)
add all the vertices in V to pivots at the rst call to LaunchPartition and
exit and return L at the second call
Procedure InsertRight(X ;Y ; p;M;N)
return true
Procedure AddPivot(X ;Y)
do nothing
- A: if the vertices u and v are twins, then they are in the same class
- B: L is stable for every neighborhood N(v) of a vertex v
Invariant: The partition L always veries A and if L does not verify B then
some pivot in pivots will strictly rene L.
The correctness of Algorithm 2 is due to the above invariant. If two vertices
are twins (they have the same neighbors), then no vertex can separate then.
That proves property A. If property B is not true then there exists a vertex w
that splits some class X of L that must still be in the stack pivots. Algorithm 2
is linear since each vertex is used once as pivot and the renement step by a
pivot v takes O(jN(v)j) time where N(v) is the adjacency list of v.
Ordered Partition Renement: In that case, the partition is generally
rened until all classes are singletons yielding a total ordering of the elements.
Partition renement can be seen here as a sort where the elements of a class are
considered equal with respect to computation done up to that point.
Ordered partition renement may also compute a congruence relation in ad-
dition. This is the case when the nal classes are not necessarily singletons. The
nal classes are then the classes of elements that can be ordered independently
and the nal ordering associated to the partition is a solution.
Ordered partition renement is used in transitive orientation [11], Lex-BFS
(lexicographic breadth rst search) [14], consecutive ones property testing [8,
6], string sorting [13] and sorting in general. We give a simple algorithm for
lexicographic string sorting (see Algorithm 3) as example.
- A: a lexicographic sort of the string is compatible with L
- B: two dierent strings cannot appear in the same class
Invariant: The partition L always veries A and if L does not verify B then
some pivot in pivots will strictly rene L.
Algorithm 3: Lexicographic string sorting
Input: n strings x
1
; : : : ; x
n
Output: a partition L = (X
1
; : : : ;X
h
) of the strings
begin
let L be the one element list (fx
1
; : : : ; x
n
g)
run PartitionRenement(L) with the following denitions (the pivots are
sets of strings)
end
Procedure PivotSet(p)
return p
Procedure LaunchPartition(L)
if this is the second call to LaunchPartition then exit and return L
precompute the non empty sets S
i;a
of string having a xed letter a at a
xed position i (create a couple ( i; a) for each letter of any string and
radix sorting them)
add all these sets to pivots so that sets corresponding to largest ordered
pairs ( i; a) will be picked rst
Procedure InsertRight(X ;Y ; p;M;N)
return true
Procedure AddPivot(X ;Y)
do nothing
This algorithm does not terminate with singletons but with classes of equal
strings. The radix sort procedures takes O(n + k + m) time where n is the
number of strings, k is the size of the alphabet and m is the sum of the string
sizes. The sum of the pivot set cardinalities is m and the partition renement
procedure thus takesO(n+m) time. It is shown in [13] how to get a O(n+k+m
0
)
algorithm by carefully computing the pivot sets during the partition renement
process where m
0
is the sum of the distinguishing prex sizes (m = m
0
in the
worst case). Similarly a simulation of quick-sort with partition renement is left
to the reader.
Pivot Rule
As we have seen before, the partition renement applications can use dierent
strategy to choose the pivots (i.e. to add them in time in the stack pivots). There
are two basic cases: the pivots are known in advance or they are computed dur-
ing the algorithm depending on the current partition. The rst case is simplier
and as we previously mentioned leads generally to a linear time algorithm (e.g.
twins computation, lexicographic string sorting, Lex-BFS).
The second case corresponds to more involved problems like automaton mini-
mization, coarsest partition computation, consecutive ones test, modular decom-
position and transitive orientation. For these problems, the Hopcroft's \process
the smaller half" strategy allows to get very simple O(m logn) algorithms (m is
the size of the data and n the number of elements). It is surprising to see that
all these problems except automaton minimization and coarsest partition com-
putation can be solved in linear time by nding a clever pivot choice [8, 6, 12]
(Finding the pivots may be extremely complex, such as in linear transitive ori-
entation for example [12]). This suggests that it should be possible to minimize
a deterministic nite automaton in linear time.
The order in which the pivots are picked from the stack can be important
or not. Sometimes only one pivot must be chosen among a set of possible ones.
A rule has to be included in the procedure LaunchPartition to break this tie.
This is the subject of the next classication.
Tie-break Rule
Some further dierences come from the existence of a tie-break rule. In some
algorithms the process is launched just once. It means that when the stack of
pivot is empty and the algorithm ends (the inner while loop of Algorithm 1
is executed only once). This is the case in twins computation, lexicographic
string sorting, automaton minimization and modular decomposition. The other
algorithms have to be launched again until the resulting partition is a set of
singletons. In that case, a tie-break rule has to be designed. This is the case
for Lex-BFS, transitive orientation and the consecutive ones test. The way of
breaking the tie is often a key part of the algorithm. Based on Lex-BFS, some
interval graph recognition algorithms have been proposed by computing several
successive Lex-BFS with more elaborate tie-break rules [4].
Considerations about the Representation of the Input
An interesting property of partition renement is that rening a partition by a
subset S or its complement E S is equivalent (the procedure InsertRight may
have to be tuned slightly dierently from one case to the other). This allows
some degrees of freedom with the input data structure.
Algorithm 4: Clique Lex-BFS
Input: a graph G = (V; E) given by its maximal cliques C
1
; : : : ; C
k
Output: a lex-BFS ordering L = C
0
1
; : : : ; C
0
k
of the cliques
begin
let L be the one element list (fC
1
; : : : ; C
k
g)
precompute the set of cliques containing each vertex; and set i = jV j
run PartitionRenement(L) with the following denitions (the pivots are
vertices and are all set as \unused" at the beginning)
end
Procedure PivotSet(p)
number p by i and set i to i  1
return the list of cliques containing the vertex p
Procedure LaunchPartition(L)
if there is only singleton classes in L then exit and return L
let C be a clique in the rightmost class X with cliques containing un-
numbered vertices
if X is not a singleton then replace X by X n fCg; fCg in L
add all the unused vertices in C to pivots and set them as \used"
Procedure InsertRight(X ;Y ; p;M;N)
return true
Procedure AddPivot(X ;Y)
do nothing
In graph algorithms, E is often the vertex set and S is the neighborhood of a
vertex p. In that case, it is possible to work on a graph using its complementary
as a data structure that represents it. In other words, we can run the partition
rening routine on the complement of a graph without computing it, using only
the edges of the graph itself. This nice property was used in [11] to recognize
permutation graphs which are the comparability graphs such that the comple-
mentary graph is also a comparability graph and in [6] to recognize co-chordal
and co-interval graphs. This idea is further developed in [5] where it is proposed
to represent a graph by giving for each vertex either the list of its neighbors or
the list of its non neighbors. Partition renement allows to compute with such
a representation as easily as with a classical one. Algorithm 4 is an adaptation
of an existing partition renement algorithm (namely Lex-BFS) when its input
is given in an other form.
Lex-BFS [14] is a partition renement algorithm that computes a special
ordering of the vertices of a graph called a Lex-BFS ordering. When the input
is chordal, this ordering allows to compute in linear time the maximal cliques
of the input (a clique is a set of vertices inducing a complete graph). Moreover,
this ordering induces an ordering of the maximal cliques called Clique Lex-BFS
ordering. Algorithm 4 allows to compute a Clique Lex-BFS when the maximal
cliques are directly given as input. This algorithm is useful for the consecutive
ones test algorithm presented in [6]. Note that we cannot compute a classical
representation of the graph in order to run the classical Lex-BFS on it for
complexity reasons since its size may be signicantly greater.
4 An Unordered Partition Renement Problem
Hopcroft's Algorithm for Deterministic Finite Automata Minimiza-
tion Revisited
We now introduce a partition renement version of Hopcroft's Algorithm [7].
The hard part of automata minimization is to compute the classes of the Nerode
equivalence. Two states q and q
0
of an automata are Nerode equivalent if and
only if q:w = q
0
w for every word w (q:w denotes the state reached by reading w
when the automata is in state q).
Algorithm 5 shows how to simulate the Hopcroft algorithm for computing
these classes with a call to our partition renement procedure. A partition of
the states set of the automata is rened according to pivot sets of the form
a
 1
X where a is a letter, X is a class of the current partition and a
 1
S denotes
the set of the states q such that q:a 2 S (for any letter a and any state subset
S).
Algorithm 5 runs in time O(nk logn) where n is the number of states and k
the number of letters since each set a
 1
q is traversed at most logn times.
The correctness of Algorithm 5 comes from the fact that the partition L
always veries the following invariant:
- A: if two states p and q are Nerode equivalent then they are in the same
class
- B: L is stable for a
 1
X for every class X 2 L and every letter a 2 A
Invariant: The partition L always veries A and if L does not verify B then
some pivot in pivots will strictly rene L.
The proof of Hopcroft's Algorithm has the reputation of being quite intricate.
We now give the complete proof of Algorithm 5 to show how our formalism
makes it simple.
Algorithm 5: Deterministic Finite Automata Minimization
Input: a complete accessible deterministic automata (Q; i; T )
Output: a partition L = (X
1
; : : : ;X
h
) of the states into Nerode classes
begin
let L be the one element list (Q)
precompute for each state q and each letter a the set a
 1
q of the states
p such that there exists a transition q = p:a
run PartitionRenement(L) with the following denitions (the pivots are
couples (class, letter))
end
Procedure PivotSet(p)
p is the couple (X ; a)
compute a
 1
X by merging the sets a
 1
q for q 2 X and return this set
Procedure LaunchPartition(L)
if this is the second call to LaunchPartition, exit and return L
remove T from Q and insert it as a new class in L
AddPivot(Q   T; T )
Procedure InsertRight(X ;Y ; p;M;N)
return true
Procedure AddPivot(X ;Y)
let Z be the smallest class between X and Y
for each a 2 A do
if (X ; a) is already in pivots(i.e (X ; a) has been added to pivots before
(Y ; a) was removed from it) then add (Y ; a) to pivots
else add (Z ; a) to pivots
Proof: We say that a word w separates two states q and q
0
when q:w 2 T and
q
0
:w =2 T or when q:w =2 T and q
0
w 2 T . Two states are Nerode equivalent when
no word separates them. The empty word is denoted ".
Let us rst show the conservation of Property A. Non terminal and terminal
states are not Nerode Equivalent since " separates them. A is thus veried after
the rst call to LaunchPartition. Suppose that A is true before an iteration of
the inner while loop, we show that it is still after the renement step by a pivot
set a
 1
X where a is some letter and X some class of the partition. Suppose
by contradiction that two Nerode equivalent states q and q
0
are splited apart in
two dierent classes. This means that q:a and q
0
:a appear in dierent classes.
This contradicts the induction hypothesis.
We now show that if the property B is false then some pivot in pivots will
strictly rene L. Suppose that L is not stable for a
 1
Z for some letter a and
some class Z . There must exist two states q and q
0
in the same class such that
q:a 2 Z and q
0
:a =2 Z . Consider the rst time q:a and q
0
:a have been splited
apart in two dierent classes. The smallest one contained either q:a or q
0
:a and
has been added to pivots with the letter a. This implies that either the class
of q:a or the class of q
0
:a appears in pivots with the letter a. This ordered pair
will produce a pivot set containing either q or q
0
and pivoting on it will strictly
rene the partition. Notice that whenever a class Z is splited in two classes X
and Y , if (Z ; a) was in pivots then (X ; a) and (Y ; a) are in pivots after the call
to AddPivot.
Let us nally prove that the conservation of the invariant implies that the
nal partition is made of the Nerode classes. We just have to prove that non
Nerode equivalent states cannot be in the same class of the nal partition.
Suppose by contradiction that two states q and q
0
are in the same class but
there exists a word w separating them. Let u be the longest prex of w such
that q:u and q
0
:u are in the same class of the nal partition. We have u 6= w
since the nal partition is a renement of (T;Q T ) implying that q:w and q
0
:w
cannot be in the same class. Let a be the letter following u in w. Let X be the
class of q:ua. The property B is then false since the partition is not stable for
a
 1
X : contradiction since pivots is empty at the end of the algorithm.
5 An Ordered Partition Renement Problem
Consecutive Ones Property Testing
A boolean matrix has the consecutive ones property if its columns can be per-
muted such that in each row the one entries occur consecutively. Such a per-
mutation will be called a consecutive permutation. The problem consists in
testing wether a given boolean matrix has the consecutive ones property and to
compute a consecutive permutation if there exists one.
The rst linear time algorithm for this problem [3] used the PQ-trees, a
complicated data structure. A simpler algorithm was also presented in [8]. In
[6] a new linear algorithm avoiding PQ-trees is proposed. A consecutive ones
test can be used for interval graph recognition but it is a more general problem.
A graph G is an interval graph i its maximal cliques can be ordered such that
the maximal cliques containing a given vertex appears consecutively. Thus if
we represent an interval graph by its incidence vertex-clique matrix M , such
an ordering of the maximal clique is exactly a consecutive permutation of the
columns of M . Since Lex-BFS can be adapted for a clique representation of the
graph (see algorithm 4), this correspondence allows the same adaptation for a
vertex-clique matrix representation.
Algorithm 6 shows how to solve the consecutive ones problem thanks to a
call to the partition renement routine. Here, a partition of the columns is
rened by pivoting on the rows where the pivot set associated to a row p is the
set of columns containing a one entry at row p. The structure of the algorithm
is similar to the algorithm proposed in [6] but here, the strategy for choosing the
pivots is inspired from the Hopcroft Algorithm rule and is much more simple.
The result is an extremely simple O(n+ n
0
+m logn) algorithm for testing the
consecutive ones property (m is the number of one entries, n is the number of
columns, and n
0
the number of rows).
The input is given by the coordinates of the m one entries of the matrix
(the other entries are zeros). An ecient algorithm for consecutive ones test
must have a tight bound on m rather than nn
0
. All zeros columns and rows
can easily be treated separately. We say that a column C contains a row r if
the corresponding entry of the matrix M is one (M(r; C) = 1). This allows to
consider the columns as sets of rows. We can also associate to each row r the set
C(r) of columns containing them. These sets are easily computed in linear time
by radix sorting the coordinates of the one entries. Those which are not empty
are given as input to Algorithm 6. The input matrix veries the consecutive
ones property if the computed permutation of the column is consecutive (this
can be tested in linear time by scanning each set C(r)).
Algorithm 6: Consecutive ones testing
Input: a boolean matrix M with no all zeros column and no all zero row
Output: a consecutive 1's permutation of the columns if there exists one
begin
compute a Lex-BFS ordering C
1
<    < C
k
of the columns of M
let L be the one element list (fC
1
; : : : ; C
k
g)
bucket sort all the sets C(r) of columns containing a given row r accord-
ing to the Lex-BFS ordering of the columns
run PartitionRenement(L) with the following denitions (the pivots are
rows and are all set as \unused" at the beginning)
end
Procedure PivotSet(p)
if all the columns in C(p) are in the same class of L then
set p as \unused" and return ;
else return C(p)
Procedure LaunchPartition(L)
if there is only singleton classes in L then exit and return L
let X be a non singleton class in L and let C be the smallest column in
X according to the Lex-BFS ordering of the columns
replace X by X n fCg; fCg in L
add the \unused" rows in C to pivots and set them as \used"
Procedure InsertRight(X ;Y ; p;M;N)
let Z be a class distinct from X in M [N
return (Y is somewhere on the left of Z)
Procedure AddPivot(X ;Y)
let Z be the smallest class between X and Y
add the \unused" rows in the union of the columns in Z to pivots and
set them as \used"
- A: if M has the consecutive ones property, then there exist a consecutive
permutation compatible with the ordered partition L
- B: the set of "used" rows is the same for every column of a given class X
of L
Invariant: The partition L always veries A and if L does not verify B then
some pivot in pivots will strictly rene L.
We now assume that M has the consecutive ones property. Let us remark
that Property A implies that for any row p, the set S of columns containing p
as one entry appears in consecutive classes of L. To give an idea of the proof,
we just mention of properties proved in [6] that shows the correctness of the
procedure LaunchPartition. First, there exist a consecutive permutation that
ends with the last column numbered by a Lex-BFS ordering  of the columns of
M [9]. Then the rst call to LaunchPartition preserve the invariant. When B
is true, the authors of [6] proves that for any class X of L,  induces a Lex-BFS
ordering of the sub-matrices induced by the columns of X . In that case, the
renement process can be launch again by the procedure LaunchPartition.
The complexity of Algorithm 6 is O(m logn). The reader should note that
this complexity can be improved to linear time. In the presented algorithm the
bottleneck is the choice of the pivot. It is shown in [6], that a clever choice of
the pivot can be done using a special tree structure. By applying the Hopcroft's
\process the smaller half" strategy we have obtained an extremely simple algo-
rithm for testing the consecutive ones property.
6 Conclusions
Paige and Tarjan [13] conclude their introduction by \Although these applica-
tions are very dierent, the similarities among them are compelling and suggest
further investigation of the underlying principles." We hope that this paper
provides a step in this direction.
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